Cruel Hoax Apr 26 2021 Feminism, our official gender ideology, masquerades as a movement for women's rights. In reality, feminism is a cruel hoax, telling women their natural biological instincts are "socially constructed" to oppress them. Feminism is elite social engineering designed to neuter both sexes. It makes women less fit for marriage and motherhood, and men unable to lead and sacrifice for family. The Rockefellers and Rothschilds created feminism to poison male-female relations (divide and conquer). Their objective is totalitarian world government. Why? These bankers create money out of nothing and think they are God. "Cruel Hoax" shows the connection between religion and feminism. Chapters 9 and 11. It examines male-female relations and help us take back our heterosexuality.

Strange Antics Dec 23 2020

Deadly Seduction May 08 2022 Young, Glamorous and Sexy, She Was Every Man's Fantasy... And A Nightmare of Death For Her Husband. She Hid Her Criminal Past... Prominent Indiana attorney Jimmy Grund thought he'd found the woman of his dreams when he wed his second wife Susan. But beneath the silky blond society lady lurked a calculating, evil-tempered seductress whose murderous future was about to rival her sordid past. She Plotted A Brutal Murder... While she hid her previous marriages and an appalling crime from Jimmy, she was soon plotting to get her hands on his fortune. When Jimmy Grund finally found out the truth about his wife, he told her he was dividing his fortune with a German genius and His Grandfather. From Here On, His Son... Kelly was the woman's new target. But her plan started to crumble after the fact that her latest victim was really a stunt double for Jimmy Grund. Even then that paled next to Susan's incredible testimony that she was a woman on a two-year affair with the innocent tycoon, who denied the affair and was not implicated in the crime. Wresley Clarkson's Deadly Seduction is the story of a real female fatale, who was so good at deceit and murder that shocked an entire town. 

Seduction Game Sep 19 2020 The acclaimed author of Striking Distance returns with more danger, intrigue, and 1-Team action... CIA officer Nick Andris wants revenge. His last mission failed after a Georgian arms smuggler killed his lover. He's been treading a woman for three weeks hoping she will lead him to his target. But there's a problem. This Pandora's box woman is nothing more than an entertainment writer with a love for sex and designer clothes. Clearly someone at Langley made a mistake... When Holly finds herself in trouble, the only weapons at her disposal are her brains and her body. But they won't be enough to handle the man who’s following her. He’s going to turn her world upside down.

Illuminate 2 Nov 14 2022 THE EMERGING NEW WORLD ORDER A depraved satanic cult called the Illuminati is waging a covert war against humanity. This is the key to understanding mankind's tragic history and current predicament. For more than a thousand years, Cabalist money lenders have conspired to usurp power from church and aristocracy, according to a plan detailed in "The Protocols of the Elders of Zion." This plan does not represent Jews, but only a small cabal of bankers who organized in Masonic secret societies. They intermarried with prominent Gentiles and formed a vast occult and criminal underground. They are stealthily constructing a totalitarian world government. Taking God's place, secularism is a transition step to their Satanism. They involve nations in needless wars and enthrall the masses with porn, violence, trivia and toys. They attack our sources of identity and love - God (religion); family (gender); country and race - in order to stymie and dehumanize us. Sounds incredible, but after reading some of these 80 short essays, you'll nod in agreement. Their empire is partly based on mind control. If you know the truth, they lose you.

Illuminate 2 Oct 13 2022 A depraved satanic cult called the Illuminati is waging a covert war against humanity. This is the key to mankind's tragic history and current predicament. For more than a thousand years, according to a plan detailed in "The Protocols of the Elders of Zion." This plan does not represent Jews, but only a small cabal of bankers who organized in Masonic secret societies. They intermarried with prominent Gentiles and formed a vast occult and criminal underground. They are stealthily constructing a totalitarian world government. Taking God's place, secularism is a transition step to their Satanism. They involve nations in needless wars and enthrall the masses with porn, violence, trivia and toys. They attack our sources of identity and love - God (religion); family (gender); country and race - in order to stymie and dehumanize us. Sounds incredible, but after reading some of these 80 short essays, you'll nod in agreement. Their goal is to control your mind. If you know the truth, they can't.

His Wicked Seduction Jul 06 2019 Fans of Julia Quinn’s Bridgerton Series and Johanna Lindsey’s Malory Series will love the passionate romances and gripping adventures of the League in this seris. Can the League’s most wicked rakehell be tamed? Or has this Rogue fallen too far? Horatia Sheridan has been hopelessly in love with Lucien, her brother’s best friend, ever since he rescued her from the broken remains of her parents’ wrecked carriage. His reputation as London’s most notorious rakehell doesn’t frighten her, but under his veneer of cool authority she has glimpsed a man whose wicked desires inspire her own. Lucien, Marquess of Rochester, has deliberately nurtured a reputation for debauchery that makes every matchmaking mother of the ton quake with fear. But he discovers that she’s clever, spirited, beautiful, and not at all the conniving liar that he initially imagined. Still, there’s nothing logical about his attraction to her. He’s fallen in love.

Lover by Deception Mar 06 2022 Her lover—until her memory returns? When Anna woke up in hospital, the first person she saw was Ward Hunter. The chemistry between them was so intense, Anna was convinced he must be her lover! Ward found Anna's sensuality hard to resist—but was she the woman who had defrauded his brother? Ward fell for Anna anyway, though when she regained her memory she would feel诬undo... that Ward had become her lover by deception? They wanted to get even. Instead they got…married!

Proof by Seduction Nov 21 2020 It's not easy for a woman with neither money nor family to make her own way in the world, but as one of London's premier fortune-tellers, she knows precisely that. All she has to do is smile sweetly, listen carefully, and tell her clients precisely what they want to hear. It works... until Gareth Carhart, the scientifically-minded Marquess of Blakely, decides to prove that she's a fraud. At first, all Gareth wants is to free his gullible cousin from Jenny's clutches. But he discovers that she's clever, spirited, beautiful, and not at all the conniving liar that he initially imagined. Still, there's nothing logical about his attraction to her, and so he refuses to give in. He's vowed to ruin her, so she will—eventually to make him break his heart in the process. This is an enhanced ebook. In addition to the text of the book itself, it contains pictures, audio, and author commentary. You can read this enhanced ebook on any device, but the audio content may not be accessible on all e-readers. This content has been made available on the web, so you won't miss anything if your device doesn't support audio. Proof by Seduction is the first full-length book in the Carhart series. The full series is: - This Wicked Gift, a prequel novella - Proof by Seduction - Trial by Desire

Seduction of the Heart Oct 21 2020 Christians are engaged in the ultimate battle—the battle for the heart. The overwhelming influences of the media, materialism, and selfish ambition threaten to destroy even the most tender of hearts. While the world screams to the contrary, every Christian must fight to maintain a clear conscience and discover what it really means to have the heart of God. On the heels of his New York Times bestseller Mind Siege, Tim LaHaye, with Ed Hindson, equip readers with the necessary tools to discover what it really means to have the heart of God. On the heels of his New York Times bestseller Mind Siege, Tim LaHaye

The Universal Seduction Feb 22 2021 THE MOST EXPLOSIVE VOLUME EVER! 598 pages wrapped in a 7 X 10 volume. Continuing on with our previous themes, but with new, more in-depth material. A focus falls on alien abuctees; many of their stories have never before been published. Scalar weapons data is a mind-boggler as is the Masonic secret society known as the Illuminati. Their goals are to dehumanize us. Sounds incredible, but after reading some of these 70 short essays, you'll nod in agreement. Their empire is partly based on mind control. If you know the truth, they lose you.

Seduction of the Heart Oct 21 2020 Christians are engaged in the ultimate battle—the battle for the heart. The overwhelming influences of the media, materialism, and selfish ambition threaten to destroy even the most tender of hearts. While the world screams to the contrary, every Christian must fight to maintain a clear conscience and discover what it really means to have the heart of God. On the heels of his New York Times bestseller Mind Siege, Tim LaHaye, with Ed Hindson, equip readers with the necessary tools to discover what it really means to have the heart of God. On the heels of his New York Times bestseller Mind Siege, Tim LaHaye

Seduction of the Heart Oct 21 2020 Christians are engaged in the ultimate battle—the battle for the heart. The overwhelming influences of the media, materialism, and selfish ambition threaten to destroy even the most tender of hearts. While the world screams to the contrary, every Christian must fight to maintain a clear conscience and discover what it really means to have the heart of God. On the heels of his New York Times bestseller Mind Siege, Tim LaHaye, with Ed Hindson, equip readers with the necessary tools to discover what it really means to have the heart of God. On the heels of his New York Times bestseller Mind Siege, Tim LaHaye
Anna will be solely for companionship and heirs. Yet he soon finds his mysterious bride is too intriguing to ignore, and from the moment she steps off the train, his family is surrounded by lies, blackmail, and murder. But before his life can return to order, Nicholas must first confront his father’s buried past, the truth about Anna and the unwanted desire he feels for her. In this late 19th century New York City, this historical romance takes readers through a page-turning drama as Nicholas and Anna try to find love among the secrets that can destroy them.

The 48 Laws of Power

Mar 26 2021

Amazing, ruthless, and instructive, this multi-million-copy New York Times bestseller is the definitive manual for anyone interested in gaining, observing, or defending against ultimate control — from the author of The Laws of Human Nature. In the book that People magazine proclaimed “beguiling” and “fascinating,” Robert Greene and Joost Elffers have distilled three thousand years of the history of power into 48 essential laws by drawing from the philosophies of Machiavelli, Sun Tzu, and Carl Von Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging from Henry Kissinger to P.T. Barnum. Some laws teach the need for prudence (“Law 1: Never Outshine the Master”), others teach the value of confidence (“Law 28: Enter Action with Boldness”), and many recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15: Crush Your Enemy Totally”). Every law, though, has one thing in common: an interest in total domination. In a bold and arresting two-color package. The 48 Laws of Power is ideal whether your aim is conquest, self-defense, or simply to understand the rules of the game.

Dangerous Seduction

May 28 2021

In Zoe Archer’s Dangerous Seduction, Alyce Carr has no time for the strange man in her little Cornwall village, no matter how breathtakingly handsome he is. Life in Trewyn doesn’t allow for much fun—the managers of the copper mine barely provide the miners and their families with enough food. Outsiders are suspect and flirts are unimaginable, but Simon Sharpe is as keen as his name...and Alyce can't ignore him for long. As the founder of Nemesis, Unlimited, Simon Addison-Shawe is well accustomed to disguise and deceit. Yet he’s not prepared for Alyce’s dogged defense of her people and the injustices the copper mine has dealt them. With Alyce's help he can change the fate of an entire town, and convincing her to join him is only part of the thrill. Together, they ignite a desire in each other much too powerful to deny. But at what cost?

Italian Deception

Oct 09 2019

Revenge When a tragic family accident reunites Shannon Gilbraith with Luca Salvatore, she isn't prepared for the sheer attraction that still flares between them. Luca is motivated by the custody of their orphaned baby niece when he proposes - he's looking for revenge...Passion Giancarlo Cardinale thought Natalia Deyton had slept with his sister's husband. His passionate Sicilian nature demanded revenge - a vengeful seduction - and total surrender. But Giancarlo wasn’t prepared for the innocence of Natalia...Seduction Carlo Carlucci passionately pursues heiress Francesca Bernard, who stirs him with her beauty and innocence, but she's already engaged. There's only one way he can have Francesca - satisfy his desire - and that's to claim her as his wife!

Women and Deception

Jun 28 2021

This book is written to fulfill a two-fold purpose: First, to expose the spirit of deception and its companions-denial, betrayal and seduction and revealing how they creep into the lives of a large majority of single women, surrounded by secrecy, perversion and greed and cleverly hidden behind lust and seduction. Secondly, to sound the clarion call, especially to those within the faith that there is a demonically inspired and crafty spirit lurking in the shadows waiting and plotting to attack any woman open to its ploys, whose goal is to destroy their God ordained purpose and curtail their destiny. I believe that as you read this book, understanding that deception works using lust to perform what appears to be true love, but beyond the veil of denial, there is a counterfeit monster of deception. My prayers are that as you read this book, understanding that deception works using lust to perform what appears to be true love, but beyond the veil of denial, there is a counterfeit monster of deception. My prayers are that as you read this book, you will not fall to its prey.

The Art of Deception

Jun 16 2020

The world’s most infamous hacker offers an insider’s view of the low-tech threats to high-tech security Kevin Mitnick’s exploits as a cyber-desperado and fugitive form one of the most exhaustive FBI manhunts in history and have spawned dozens of articles, books, films, and documentaries. Since his release from federal prison, in 1998, Mitnick has turned his life around and established himself as one of the most sought-after computer security experts worldwide. Now, in The Art of Deception, the world’s most notorious hacker gives new meaning to the old adage, “It takes a thief to catch a thief.” Focusing on the human factors involved with information security, Mitnick explains why all the firewalls and encryption protocols in the world will never be enough to stop a savvy grifter intent on rifling a corporate database or an irate employee determined to crash a system. With the help of many fascinating true stories of successful attacks on business and government, he illustrates just how susceptible even the most locked-down information systems are to a slick con artist impersonating an IRS agent. Narrating from the points of view of both the attacker and the victims, he explains why each attack was so successful and how it could have been prevented in an engaging and highly readable style reminiscent of a true-crime novel. And, perhaps most importantly, Mitnick offers advice for preventing these types of social engineering hacks through security protocols, training programs, and manuals that address the human element of security.

Twisted Seduction

Jan 04 2222

An erotic, drama-laced journey into the lives of two best friends who will stop at nothing to have the man of their dreams—even when the cost of betrayal has a price tag neither of them are quite ready to pay. Thirty-two-year-old Denise Jackson has everything a woman could ask for: a lovely home in the posh Dallas suburbs, a fancy car, a loving husband, and a beautiful nine-year-old daughter, Deandra. While seemingly having it all, Denise still feels incomplete. Her nine years of marriage to Jeff have been nothing more for her than a marriage of convenience to raise Deandra in a stable two-parent home. She pretends to be happily married, but allows her husband and best friend to carry on an affair, giving Denise time to get better acquainted with her multimillionaire client, Greg Adams. But when Denise’s husband discovers he isn’t Deandra’s father after all, her carefully built lies come tumbling down. Twisted Seduction lures readers into an orchestrated web of raw emotion, deceit, infidelity, and sex that makes for an exhilarating read.

The Winnowing

Mar 14 2020

In The Winnowing the goddesses of classical Greece return-or as they emphasize, reanimate. Far from being remote mythological beings, they appear in contemporary America to prevent scientists from upending the eternal cycle of life and death. Hubris and infatuation drive a story that ends in configuration, and finally, rebirth.

Seduction & Scandal

Feb 11 2020

With the scandalous nature of her birth to live down, Isabella Fairmont dreams of a proper marriage—even if a passionless one. She saves her deepest desires for the novel she dares to pen, wherein a handsome lord with dark powers seduces her. But then her courtship with an appropriate suitor is threatened by the sudden attentions of the reclusive Earl of Black... whose pale blue eyes and brooding sensuality are exactly as she described in her book. Isabella tries to resist the mysterious Earl of Black. Yet as he pursues her, with inescapable knowledge of her past and kisses that consume her, Isabella fears she will succumb. If only the earl could tell Isabella the truth. With very real, and treacherous, thieves endangering her life, Black will need to protect Isabella from the very people she trusts the most....
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